









 
 

 

Transition Team Meeting - April 3rd
Barrie  J, Charlene J, Scott W, Karisa B, Wesley B, Darwin M, Vicki M, Tim M, Carol B, Tori K, 
Deanna C, Dawn Marie K, Stuart, R, Cindy R, Jonathan K, Kelli F, Esther D, Jenn W, Dave R, 
Andrea M, Mark H, Robin W, Ray M Laura O, Stan

Hoping this team can come up of Ways of talking about who are we as church ?

Helpful phrases in terms of strategy when thinking ahead
Community church vs commuter church

	 Community church -members live in and serve needs in the community

	 Commuter church- members drive in from other areas












































	 

	 

	



	 


As a way to get the team thinking “who are we” Stan had an exercise for the team to do.  It
was answered personally and then we looked at results as a group to get our minds thinking 
about  “who we are” .

Model of Church exercise (explanation following)
7 columns, 4 rows, rate words/descriptions in each column 1-4 , one being most important,
the lowest score in a row is one you most favour

What kind of church - meaning of rows
Institution church- organizational
Mystical communion- personal experience
Proclaimer- preach good news
Servant-meeting needs of suffering world

The same exercise was done by the congregation 15 years ago- fairly equal across- institution 
came out just a little stronger
Now(transition team)-again all columns were close with  the servant category being a little 
stronger

Stan said -The results from today fit because a strong theme of survey the team did for the first 
meeting was - We are a  group of people who want to make a difference in the world.

If we want to be servant church are we frustrated why we cant figure out how to do it?

It was suggested that it might be interesting to see what the congregation might say if they 
filled it out.

  “Who is the congregation?” Those who come Sunday? Those who watch on live stream?
Those in the Breeze directory?

Who we are?
We are not a community church we are a commuter church
We value small groups
When we moved here we hoped to make a difference in this community and we were

successful for a while, staff lived in the community. Many things we did focused on community.
Not so much now.

Discussion arising from Who are we:
We are a Small group based church with pockets of church in many locations so should we be
ministering in our own community? 

	 You can be in your Community but not know people there. No connection 






	 


 

 
 

Discussion around Small groups:
Our small groups can run the risk of becoming cliques and not open to newcomers- Could be 
more inclusive by having small groups with different ages or changing members every year- 
What is wrong with clique? It is hard to gain trust with people if they change every year.
Connection is important-it is getting to know the people and their needs.- I have a great small 
group, we are well connected but I have no idea about other small groups. Could get all groups 
together sometimes to share. Get to know each other. 








It seems from the exercise that we want to be a church that is known for its service.
Discussion following that comment:
Are there ways of coming alongside with other things going on in other places and possibly
having manpower from our group to help with something already running rather than trying to 
reinvent the wheel. We can work alongside other organizations.  

When moving toward servant attitude, how do we make sure those who don't feel that is their 
strength feel they are still an important part of us? 







	 

	 	






Other questions we will need to answer:
What missions or ministries are right in front of us?
What do we need in way of staff to do what we want we want to do?

comments-Catalytic leader- turn people loose instead of being super starter
  Cant hire a minister and then expect to sit back and do nothing, it is the 

church who needs to be doing things (visitation, etc) 
What is my role?
Sociologically where are we?

	 

 


Questions that came from small groups last month- 
Theological group 
How does resurrection living play out here? 

    Stan suggestions - teaching around how does resurrections play out in scripture

	 	 	 devotional sent out to everyone 

	 	 	 what’s practises might we do that might help us remind ourselves

	 	 	 	 example- mini wooden ice cream spoon in pocket to remind you

	 	 	 	 	      to live each day for Jesus

	 	 	 resurrected people serve others


Missions group 
Why does GE exist? Why do I attend here, What is my role? What do I need?

	 what is God calling to us next? Maybe better question

	 

Spiritual formation group 
What does spiritual formation look like in our congregation?




	 

Governance group 
How do we empower our people into ministry ownership


Community group 
How do we reach in and how do we reach out?

	 


Things needed in group-  
Book readers- read and bring report

	 Esther, Deanna, Stuart, Karisa, Vicki M, Wesley


Point person- Chair person 
	



	 




	 


  help set agenda, tasks need to be handled, stay in communication with Stan, office, 
Laura(elders)

Scott

It seems we are moving Slow because we are trying to find language for something we don't 
usually describe.

Minutes from first 2 meetings were accepted as ok by all.


	 





